
Test Your Grammar Skills 
Write Direct & Indirect Questions from Prompts 1 

Use the keyword prompts in the right order in an appropriate tense to write direct and indirect 
questions. Note – answers may vary: 

1. bus | leave | what time direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:         Could you tell me ___________________________________ 

2. be | where | pencil              direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  Do you know ___________________________________ 

3. why | break | lamp direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect: Would you mind informing me ___________________________________ 

4. phone | who | steal direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  Do you remember ___________________________________ 

5. capital | what | Portugal direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  May I ask you ___________________________________ 

6. tomorrow | will | snow direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  Can you say ___________________________________ 

7. late | you | why direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  Can you explain ___________________________________ 

8. Mike | do | here | work direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  I was wondering ___________________________________ 

9. how | save | document direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:  Have you got any idea ___________________________________ 

10. package | why | not deliver direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:   I would be very interested to know _______________________________ 

11. have | lose | anybody | handbag direct: ___________________________________

indirect:   It would be great if you could let me know _________________________

12. not get | upgrade | why direct: ___________________________________ 

indirect:    I just can’t understand ___________________________________ 
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Test Your Grammar Skills 
Write Direct & Indirect Questions from Prompts 1 

Answers will vary. Sample answers: 

1. What time does the bus leave?

Could you tell me what time the bus leaves?

2. Where is my pencil?

Do you know where my pencil is?

3. Why is that lamp broken?

Would you mind informing me why that lamp is broken?

4. Who stole your phone?

Do you remember who stole your phone?

5. What is the capital of Portugal?

May I ask you what the capital of Portugal is?

6. Will it snow tomorrow?

Can you say whether it will snow tomorrow?

7. Why are you late?

Can you explain why you are late?

8. Does Mike work here?

I was wondering if Mike works here.

9. How can I save this document?

Have you got any idea how I can save this document?

10. Why wasn’t my package delivered?

I would be very interested to know why my package wasn’t delivered.

11. Has anybody lost their handbag?

It would be great if you could let me know whether anybody has lost their handbag.

12. Why didn’t I get upgraded?

I just can’t understand why I didn’t get upgraded.




